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Abstract.

The cloud droplet size distribution is often described by a gamma distribution defined by the effective radius (reff) and the

effective variance (veff). The effective radius is directly related to the cloud’s optical thickness which influences the radiative

properties of a cloud. The effective variance affects, among other things, the evolution of precipitation. Both parameters can

be retrieved from measurements of the cloudbow. The cloudbow or rainbow is an optical phenomenon, which forms by single5

scattering of radiation by liquid cloud droplets at the cloud edge. The polarized radiance of the cloudbow crucially depends

on the cloud droplet size distribution. reff and veff can be retrieved by fitting model simulations (stored in a look-up table) to

polarized cloudbow observations.

This study uses measurements from the wide-field polarization-sensitive camera of the LMU spectral imager system spec-

MACS onboard the German research airplane HALO. Together with precise cloud geometry data derived by a stereographic10

method, a geolocalization of the observed clouds is possible. Observations of the same cloud from consecutive images are

combined into one radiance measurement from multiple angles. Two case studies of trade wind cumulus clouds measured

during the EUREC4A field campaign are presented and the cloudbow technique is demonstrated. The results are combined

into maps of reff and veff with a spatial resolution of 100 m by 100 m and large coverage (across-track swath width: 8 km). The

first case study shows a stratiform cloud deck with distinct patches of large effective radii up to 40 µm and a median effective15

variance of 0.12. The second case study consists of small cumulus clouds (diameters of approximately 2 km). The retrieved reff

is 6.92 µm and veff is 0.07 (both median values).

1 Introduction

Clouds have two major implications on Earth’s climate system: First, they do not only contribute to the surface energy budget

through latent heat release but also directly interact with solar and terrestrial radiation. Second, clouds produce precipitation,20

which greatly influences our lives, especially in the case of extreme precipitation. Clouds still are the largest uncertainty

in predictions of future temperature changes caused by changing greenhouse gas contributions (IPCC, 2021). Although the

understanding has improved due to more and better observations as well as new cloud modeling approaches, the influence of
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clouds remains a large uncertainty in predicting future temperature changes. This is why there is a great interest in extending

our knowledge of clouds.25

There are several past and planned field campaigns that aim at better understanding clouds and cloud feedback mechanisms

(e.g., Arctic Cloud Observations Using Airborne Measurements during Polar Day (ACLOUD) and Physical Feedbacks of Arc-

tic Boundary Layer, Sea Ice, Cloud and Aerosol (PASCAL), both presented in Wendisch et al. (2019), or the Next-Generation

Aircraft Remote Sensing for Validation studies (NARVAL), see Stevens et al. (2019)). One such field campaign that put enor-

mous effort into understanding clouds was EUREC4A (ElUcidating the RolE of Cloud-Circulation Coupling in ClimAte). The30

campaign took place in January and February 2020 and had its base in Barbados (Bony et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2021).

The goal was to intensely measure trade-wind clouds, which are the most frequent cloud type on Earth and therefore crucial

for Earth’s radiation budget. These clouds and how they react to climate change are a major source of uncertainty in climate

sensitivity across different climate models (Bony and Dufresne, 2005). One of the many measurement platforms involved was

the German research airplane HALO which was configured as a cloud-observatory similar to the previous NARVAL-II HALO35

campaign with radar, radiometer, lidar, and different spectral imagers (Stevens et al., 2019; Konow et al., 2021). The subject of

this paper, the cloud camera system specMACS (Ewald et al., 2016) was also part of the HALO payload.

While EUREC4A studied clouds at many different scales, here we focus on observations of the microphysical properties of

liquid water clouds. Two parameters are of particular importance: The effective droplet size and the width of the cloud droplet

size distribution. The effective droplet size determines the radiative effect of clouds on the energy budget: A smaller droplet40

size (at a constant liquid water content) results in a large part of the incoming solar radiation being reflected at the cloud

(Twomey, 1974). The width of the cloud droplet size distribution, e.g., influences the evolution of precipitation (Brenguier and

Chaumat, 2001). Often, the effective radius (reff) is used as a quantitative description of the droplet size, and the width of the

size distribution is characterized by the effective variance (veff) (Hansen, 1971).

Cloud droplet size retrievals are often based on the bi-spectral technique which uses radiance measurements at two different45

wavelengths (Nakajima and King, 1990). Measurements at a wavelength where scattering dominates such as 0.75 µm are

combined with measurements at an absorbing wavelength (e.g., 2.16 µm). The radiance in the non-absorbing wavelength is

sensitive to the optical thickness of the cloud while the radiance in the absorbing wavelength is sensitive to the effective

radius of the cloud. This method simultaneously retrieves effective radius and optical thickness and is widely used for satellite

instruments such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Platnick et al., 2003). The technique is50

well established, but it has some difficulties which are mainly related to 3-D effects occurring especially in inhomogeneous

cumulus cloud fields (Marshak et al., 2006; Zinner et al., 2008; Ewald et al., 2019). Furthermore, retrieving the effective

variance of the cloud droplet size distribution is not possible.

In recent years the use of polarized measurements for the retrieval of cloud (and aerosol) optical properties has become

more and more popular (e.g., Bréon and Goloub (1998); Alexandrov et al. (2012a); Diner et al. (2013); Remer et al. (2019);55

McBride et al. (2020)). Polarized measurements have the advantage that multiple scattered contributions are filtered out and

single scattering dominates the signal (Hansen, 1971). This greatly reduces 3-D effects which simplifies the analysis. Based

on polarized observations of the cloudbow, a new retrieval has emerged: the so-called polarimetric technique. This method
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determines both the effective radius and effective variance of the cloud droplet size distribution from polarized radiance mea-

surements. The polarized radiance of liquid water clouds is sensitive to the effective radius and the effective variance in two60

regions: First, in the region of the backscatter glory (scattering angle from 170° to 180°) and second, in the cloudbow or rain-

bow region (135° to 165°). Both phenomena are described by Mie theory (Mie, 1908; Hansen, 1971). The polarimetric retrieval

fits polarized phase functions against the measured polarized radiance (Bréon and Goloub, 1998) and will be discussed in more

detail in Section 3.3. In general, unpolarized images also show the glory and the cloudbow and have already been successfully

evaluated in terms of the droplet size distribution (e.g., Mayer et al., 2004). But especially for the cloudbow, the contrast in65

unpolarized observations is usually weak because the signal is dominated by the multiple scattering background. The use of

polarized observations significantly enhances the signal.

One important aspect is to determine from which height within the cloud the measured signal originates. Here, the polari-

metric retrieval has an advantage over the bi-spectral method: The bi-spectral signals come from a certain, not well defined,

distance within the cloud as the photons are scattered multiple times until reaching the sensor (Platnick, 2000). The polar-70

ized signal, however, emerges from the cloud top (about 1 optical depth within the cloud, Alexandrov et al. (2012a)), as the

polarized signal is generated by single-scattered photons. Knowing the location from where the signal emerges simplifies the

interpretation of the result. Furthermore, the cloud top is a highly interesting region, because it is directly affected by entrain-

ment and mixing processes. The polarimetric retrieval stands out because the effective variance of the droplet size distribution

is also determined, a parameter, which is directly linked to entrainment and mixing processes.75

There are several instruments to which the polarimetric retrieval has been applied successfully, such as POLDER (POLar-

ization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances (Bréon and Goloub, 1998; Bréon and Doutriaux-Boucher, 2005; Shang

et al., 2019)), RSP (Research Scanning Polarimeter (Cairns et al., 1999; Alexandrov et al., 2012a)), AirHARP (Airborne

Hyper-Angular Rainbow Polarimeter (Martins et al., 2018; McBride et al., 2020)) or AirMSPI (Airborne Multi-angle Spec-

troPolarimetric Imager (Diner et al., 2013)). A detailed overview of various instruments with polarization capabilities that also80

apply the polarimetric technique is given in McBride et al. (2020).

In 2013 the PODEX campaign took place (Knobelspiesse et al., 2019). This was an extensive intercomparison study between

different polarimeters which, e.g., showed that RSP and AirMSPI measurements agree within the expected measurement

uncertainties, especially for bright scenes (clouds, land). PODEX was carried out as preparation for the upcoming PACE

(Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud, ocean Ecosystem) mission, a polar-orbiting satellite that will deploy two polarimeters for cloud85

and ocean retrievals (Remer et al., 2019). Alexandrov et al. (2018) compared in situ data to reff and veff results from the

parametric fit of RSP measurements, and found a good agreement of better than 1 µm for reff and in most cases better than

0.02 for veff. Painemal et al. (2021) compared the effective radius and optical thickness of airborne data (polarimetric and bi-

spectral retrieval based on RSP measurements and in situ measurements from the Cloud Droplet Probe) with satellite retrievals

(MODIS and GOES-13) over the midlatitude North Atlantic. The comparison showed good correlations for the effective radius,90

but the satellite-based results were systematically higher than the aircraft measurements and the bias was larger for GOES-13

(5.3 µm) than for MODIS (2.6 µm). The discrepancy is partly explained by the high viewing zenith angle of the GOES-13

measurements, and further pixel resolution effects, which both can lead to a positive bias in satellite-derived reff. Additional
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factors are the satellite scattering angle and 3-D radiative transfer effects, but these require further investigations. Recently,

another comparison study was published by Fu et al. (2022), in which data collected during the Cloud, Aerosol and Monsoon95

Processes Philippines Experiment (CAMP2Ex) in 2019 were analyzed. One goal of the field campaign was to comprehensively

compare reff retrievals of cumulus clouds from different platforms (MODIS, RSP and in situ). A major advantage is that RSP

provides both a bi-spectral and a polarimetric reff simultaneously without introducing any uncertainties related to co-location.

The study shows that the RSP polarimetric, the in situ and the bias adjusted MODIS reff (Fu et al., 2019) are in good agreement

(9.6 µm to 11.0 µm), but much smaller than the bi-spectral reff from MODIS (17.2 µm) and RSP (15.1 µm). For shallow clouds,100

these differences are primarily caused by 3-D radiative transfer and cloud heterogeneity.

Here, we introduce the polarization upgrade of the airborne camera system specMACS (Ewald et al., 2016) and apply the

polarimetric technique to the specMACS measurements. In Section 2 we present the new polarization cameras of specMACS

in detail. Compared to other, already established polarimeters like RSP or AirMSPI, which operate in a scanning or pushbroom

mode, the specMACS polarization cameras capture a complete 2-D image of the observed scene at a high spatial resolution. The105

special design of the Sony polarization sensor allows the simultaneous measurement of four different polarization directions

and three RGB color channels. The acquired images have a large field of view, which provides frequent observations of

the cloudbow. The polarimetric retrieval developed for deriving the cloud droplet size distribution of liquid water clouds is

discussed in Section 3 and is applied to specMACS data that were measured during the EUREC4A field campaign in Section 4.

We present two case studies: The first one is a stratiform cloud with two cloud layers at different heights. The second case110

study shows small cumulus clouds (diameters 1 km to 2 km). The results are presented as 2-D maps illustrating the high spatial

resolution of the specMACS measurements. Section 5 summarizes the results and gives an outlook on planned future work.

2 specMACS Polarization Cameras and Data Processing

The spectrometer of the Munich Aerosol Cloud Scanner (specMACS, Ewald et al., 2016) originally consisted of two hyper-

spectral line cameras sensitive in the wavelength range from 400 nm to 2500 nm. During EUREC4A this set of cameras was115

for the first time complemented by two polarization-sensitive two-dimensional cameras. All four cameras are built into a pres-

surized, temperature stabilized, and humidity-controlled housing with a window in front of the cameras. The whole camera

system was flown in a nadir looking perspective onboard the German research airplane HALO (Krautstrunk and Giez, 2012).

In the past, the hyperspectral cameras have been successfully used to derive cloud droplet radius profiles (Ewald et al., 2019;

Polonik et al., 2020) or to retrieve cloud geometry from oxygen-A-band observations (Zinner et al., 2019). In this work, the120

focus will be on the new polarization cameras.

The two polarimeters are Phoenix polarization RGB cameras (Phoenix 5.0 MP Polarization Model) which come with Sony’s

IMX250MYR CMOS polarized sensors with 2448 pixels (along track) × 2048 pixels (across track) (LUCID Vision Labs Inc.,

2022b). They are accompanied by a Cinegon 1.8/4.8 lens by Schneider-Kreuznach. The aperture is set to 5.6. The two cameras

are installed in a partly overlapping perspective which results in a combined maximum field-of-view of about 91° (along-125

track) ×118° (across-track). This corresponds to a horizontal pixel size at the ground of 10 m to 20 m at a cruise altitude
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Figure 1. a) Structure of a 4× 4 pixel block of the polarization cameras. Each 4× 4 block is sub-divided into four blocks of 2× 2 pixels for

the different colors red (R), green (G), and blue (B). On the 2 × 2 pixel blocks four differently angled polarizers are placed. Figure adapted

from the datasheet of the camera. (LUCID Vision Labs Inc., 2022a). b) Normalized spectral response functions of the three color channels

averaged over the four polarization directions.

of about 10 km. The cameras are synchronized and measure at an acquisition frequency of 8 Hz. Furthermore, an automatic

exposure control system based on the method described in Ewald et al. (2016) is used to adjust the measurements to varying

illuminations.

The sensor accomplishes the measurement of polarization with on-chip directional polarizing filters (Fig. 1 a): The 2448× 2048130

pixels are split up into blocks of 4 × 4 adjacent pixels. These blocks are further divided into four 2 × 2 pixel blocks for each

color of the color filter array (RGGB - Red, Green, Green, Blue). The normalized spectral response functions of each color

channel are shown in Fig. 1 b). Different directional polarizing filters (0°, 45°, 90°, 135°) are placed on top of each pixel (so-

called pixelated wire-grid polarizer). This enables the retrieval of three components (I , Q, U ) of the Stokes vector of the light.

The Stokes vector is a mathematical description of the polarization state of electromagnetic radiation and has four components135

(Hansen and Travis, 1974):
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(1)

I is the total intensity and Q and U describe the linear polarization. The last component of the Stokes vector (V ), which

cannot be measured by specMACS, specifies the circular polarization. However, circular polarization does not play a role in

cloud remote sensing since it is orders of magnitude smaller than linear polarization (e.g. Emde et al. (2015); Hansen and140

Travis (1974)). The degree of linear polarization (DOLP) describes quantitatively the linear polarization of the light and is

defined by DOLP =
√
Q2 +U2/I .

Figure 2 displays a measurement from the 2nd Feb 2020. The upper panels show the measurements of the so-called polA

camera which observes clouds slightly to the left in flight direction, the lower panel corresponds to the polB measurements

slightly to the right in flight direction. On the left side, the measured total intensities of the two cameras are shown. Dashed145

lines indicate lines of constant scattering angle. The corresponding degree of linear polarization is shown on the right side

of Fig. 2. Most parts of the clouds are unpolarized (dark in the image). The cloudbow region (scattering angle 135° to 165°)

and the backscatter glory (scattering angle 170° to 180°) stand out due to their high degree of linear polarization. To avoid

interpolation errors, we use the original data from the two individual cameras here, instead of projecting the data into a common

mapping/figure.150

A Stokes vector is defined with respect to a plane of reference. Often, the scattering plane, which contains both the incoming

solar illumination vector and the view vector, is used as a reference plane. This has the advantage, that U ≈ 0 within the

scattering plane and Q contains all information about the polarized signal. In the case of the measurements, the original

reference plane is the x-z-plane of the camera coordinate system. The x-axis of the camera coordinate system points into the

flight direction which is also the polarizing axis of the 0° filter. The z-axis points in the direction of the optical axis of the155

camera. For further analysis, each measured Stokes vector is rotated into the scattering plane (Hansen and Travis, 1974) and

we only evaluate Q. The window in front of the polarization cameras affects the polarization state of the measurements. To

correct for this effect, the window is handled as a linear diattenuator, and the Mueller matrix of a linear diattenuator is applied

to the measurements (Bass et al., 1995).

A geometric calibration of the cameras was carried out using the chessboard calibration method described in Kölling et al.160

(2019) based on Zhang (2000), but we exchanged the thin prism camera model used in Kölling et al. (2019) by the rational

model. Both camera models come from the OpenCV library (Bradski, 2000). In order to calculate the pixel coordinates of

specific 3-D points, the location and orientation of the camera with respect to a fixed world coordinate system have to be deter-

mined. The required precise information about the position and attitude of the aircraft is part of the Basic HALO Measurement

and Sensor system (BAHAMAS) dataset. A high precision GNSS aided inertial reference system delivers the data with 100 Hz.165

The accuracy of the data is further increased by GNSS post processing after the flight (Giez et al., 2021). The camera location
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Figure 2. Example of measurements of both polarization cameras (2020-02-02 16:47:45.07 UTC). Top: Measurements from the first polar-

ization camera (polA). This camera looks slightly to the left in flight direction. Bottom: Measurements from the second polarization camera

(polB) which looks slightly to the right in flight direction. The field-of-view of the two cameras overlaps. Left: total intensity, right: degree

of linear polarization. The dashed lines indicate lines of constant scattering angles in degree. The cloudbow is visible in the degree of linear

polarization as a bright bow at a scattering angle of about 140° 7
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and orientation relative to the airframe is determined from the measured aircraft position and the location of distinct features

like rivers or roads in the images once after installation.

3 Retrieval Description

The goal of our algorithm is to determine the size distribution of cloud droplets from (angularly resolved) cloudbow mea-170

surements. An average cloudbow signal can be extracted from a single measurement (e.g., from Fig. 2) by radial averaging

the data. This method can easily be applied to any cloudbow observations, including those from commercial cameras, but it

requires averaging over a large area. With HALO, we fly over the clouds at a speed of about 200 ms−1, observing the same

cloud from different viewing directions. This allows for a more sophisticated approach which is illustrated in Fig. 3. Instead

of evaluating the cloudbow in individual images, different viewing directions are sampled for each target on the cloud as we175

fly over it. Similar approaches were also applied to measurements of other airborne and space-borne instruments (e.g., Bréon

and Goloub (1998); Alexandrov et al. (2015); McBride et al. (2020). The retrieval consists of three steps: First, cloud surface

locations (“cloud targets”) in the real world 3-D space and their trajectory caused by the wind are determined. 10× 10 pixels

are combined to form a target pixel with a size of about 100m× 100m. Second, for each of these cloud targets, the pixels of

all images observing that location are collected. The individual measurements of one target are aggregated into a combined180

radiance measurement for the entire range of the viewing directions. In a final step, a look-up table (LUT) of cloudbow signals

for different cloud droplet size distributions is fitted to the angular distributions, to retrieve the best fitting cloud droplet size

distributions. The particular steps of the aggregation process and the retrieval are described in the following.

3.1 Cloud Detection

The first step of the algorithm consists of detecting clouds in the measurements. As most measurements were taken above the185

ocean, the measurements are often contaminated with sunglint which appears due to the specular reflection of sunlight at the

ocean. Cloud detection algorithms based on the brightness of the image often wrongly identify this bright sunglint as clouds. To

(partially) overcome this problem we use the parallel component of the polarized light for the cloud detection: The reflectance

of the sunglint is significantly reduced in the parallel component. At the Brewster angle (θB ≈ 53.1° for an air-water interface)

reflected light is even completely perpendicularly polarized (Bass et al., 1995). In the case of a scene with medium cloud190

coverage, the algorithm chooses the red channel of the parallel component for further processing. For scenes with high cloud

coverage, the normalized red (r) blue (b) ratio (nrbr = (b‖− r‖)/(b‖+ r‖)) is calculated. Based on a brightness histogram of

the selected data, a threshold value that distinguishes between cloudy and cloud-free pixels is determined with the method

described in Otsu (1979).

All cloudy pixels are further filtered: A cloudy pixel is suitable for the cloudbow algorithm if it is observed within all195

scattering angles from 135° to 165° during the measurement sequence (for the choice of the range see, e.g., Alexandrov et al.

(2012a); McBride et al. (2020)). This of course depends on the solar geometry and the camera’s viewing direction. Therefore,

the next step is to identify the cloud targets that meet this criterion. In the case of Fig. 2, the upper part of the measurement
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Figure 3. Observation geometry: The same target on the cloud (indicated by ∆x) is observed from different viewing angles (α). The cloud

top height information needed to calculate the distance ∆z between target and camera is retrieved using the method described in Kölling

et al. (2019). The single measurements are then aggregated into one radiance measurement of the target.

cannot be used for the cloudbow retrieval as these clouds are not observed from the full scattering angle range needed while

the aircraft is flying above the cloud. The flight direction is to the right as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2 and the scattering200

angles are shown as dashed, circular lines.

3.2 Geolocalization of cloud targets

In order to identify the same target in different observations, we first use the geometric calibration of the camera to determine

the viewing angle of the target (see Section 2). To fully localize the target we need to know the distance between the aircraft

and the target (∆z in Fig. 3). The altitude of the airplane and thus from the camera is measured by the BAHAMAS system. The205

cloud top height is derived using a stereographic reconstruction method which determines the cloud geometry of specMACS

measurements. This was demonstrated for measurements of the previous 2D RGB camera in Kölling et al. (2019). The method

identifies pixels with prominent features which are detected in the following images by a matching contrast. To correct for

horizontal displacements of the cloud, the method was extended to include data of the horizontal wind from ERA5 (Hersbach

et al., 2020, 2018).210

Figure 4 a) shows an example of the derived cloud top height of the polB camera using the stereographic method for the

scene shown in Fig. 2 c) and d) (2020-02-02 16:47:45 UTC). Although the method has difficulties for homogeneous regions
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of the cloud due to a lack of contrasts (e.g., in the lower right), large parts of the cloud are analyzed successfully. The cloud

top heights from the single points of the stereographic method are interpolated onto the whole image (Fig. 4 c) and assigned to

the selected cloud targets. The WALES lidar system was also operated onboard HALO during EUREC4A (Wirth et al., 2009;215

Konow et al., 2021). The stereographically derived cloud top height is very similar to the measured cloud top height from the

WALES lidar which is projected onto the specMACS RGB image in Fig. 4 b) (Wirth, 2021). Panel c) plots the WALES track

on top of the interpolated specMACS cloud top height map. Within the high cloud on the left, the WALES data agree very

well with the specMACS cloud top height and it is hard to distinguish the WALES data from the stereo data. The two datasets

differ for the cloud on the right, where the stereo result is approximately 1000 m lower than the lidar measurement. From the220

videos of the specMACS measurements, it can be seen, that the two cloud layers are mostly adjacent to each other, not on top

of each other, but overlap slightly at the cloud edges. specMACS detects the lower cloud layer due to greater contrasts, while

WALES is sensitive to the upper cloud layer. This behavior was also observed in Kölling et al. (2019). The yellow rectangle in

panel c) indicates a cutout region of the specMACS data, that roughly surrounds the WALES track. These data are shown in the

probability density (panel d) in yellow. The cloud top heights of the two cloud layers are at approximately 2700 m and 1700 m225

(Fig. 4 d). The distribution of the interpolated stereo points is quite similar to the distribution of the WALES data (shown in

blue), even though the two datasets differ for the cloud on the right.

Even a small error of a few hundred meters in the cloud top height will result in an erroneous localization of the cloud in

subsequent images. An incorrect localization particularly affects targets close to cloud edges, where it will cause non-cloud

regions to be aggregated into the final cloudbow signal. Luckily, the stereographic method can very accurately determine the230

cloud geometry at cloud edges due to high contrasts.

By combining the cloud top height with the viewing directions, the locations of the cloud targets in the real world 3-D space

are determined. These are used to calculate the pixel coordinates of the targets in successive measurements (Fig. 3), again

considering the shift with the wind of the targets. The individual measurements of the same target of the Stokes parameter Q

are combined to generate the aggregated radiance measurement. For further processing, the radiance measurement is binned235

onto a scattering angle grid with a step size of 0.3°.

3.3 Size distribution retrieval

Polarized measurements are dominated by single scattering (Hansen, 1971). In general, any scattering process is described by

the so-called scattering matrix or phase matrix which relates incident to scattered radiation (Hansen and Travis, 1974). The

scattering matrix is a 4× 4 matrix with matrix elements Pij . The P12 element is also called the polarized (single scattering)240

phase function and is a good approximation for the measured polarized radiance Q (Bréon and Goloub, 1998). Figure 5

shows examples of the polarized phase function for different effective radii (a) and different effective variances (b). This

figure illustrates how the properties of the cloud droplets determine the shape and structure of the phase function, and thus

the radiance within the cloudbow and glory region. The position of the maxima and minima of the polarized phase function

strongly depends on the effective radius (left figure). The effective variance, however, determines the number of secondary245

minima of the radiance distribution but has only a small effect on the position of the minima. Analysing the backscatter
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Figure 4. Cloud top height (CTH) information of the cloud field shown in Fig. 2 (2020-02-02 16:47:45.07 UTC): a) CTH of stereo points

from the stereographic reconstruction method; b) CTH from the WALES lidar system; c) Interpolated CTH based on the stereo points.

The WALES CTH is plotted on top and the yellow rectangle indicates a specMACS cutout surrounding the WALES track. Panel d) shows

the probability densities of the CTHs of the specMACS cutout (yellow) and the WALES measurements (blue). The RGB measurement

of the cloud field is shown in the background of the panels a), b), and c). The colorbar at the bottom corresponds to all cloud top height

measurements shown in the panels a), b) and c).
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glory is an extremely accurate method to retrieve reff and veff (Spinhirne and Nakajima, 1994; Mayer et al., 2004). But the

glory requires a special observation geometry, and can therefore only be evaluated for a small fraction of the image area. The

cloudbow however, covers a large area and thus is easier to observe, while still depending strongly on the size distribution.

For evaluating the aggregated angular radiance measurement with regard to the cloud droplet size properties (see Fig. 5), a250

LUT of polarized phase functions (P12) for different effective radii and different effective variances was created for each of

the three spectral color channels of the camera. All calculations were carried out with the Mie Tool of the library for radiative

transfer (libRadtran) (Wiscombe, 1980; Mayer and Kylling, 2005; Emde et al., 2010, 2016). We assume that the cloud droplet

size distribution has the shape of a gamma distribution. This is an extensively used assumption (Alexandrov et al., 2015),

which is, e.g., confirmed by in situ measurements of liquid water cloud droplet size distributions (e.g., Miles et al., 2000). The255

effective radius and the effective variance of any cloud droplet size distribution are defined as (Hansen, 1971):

1. Effective radius

reff =

∫∞
0
rπr2n(r)dr∫∞

0
πr2n(r)dr

(2)

2. Effective variance

veff =
1
r2eff

∫∞
0

(r− reff)2πr2n(r)dr∫∞
0
πr2n(r)dr

(3)260

Here, r is the droplet radius and n(r) is the droplet size distribution. The formula of the gamma distribution can be written

as a function of reff and veff (Hansen, 1971):

nγ(r) = n0r
(1−3veff)/veff exp[−r/(reffveff)] (4)

with:

n0 =
N(reffveff)[(2veff−1)/veff]

Γ( 1−2veff
veff

)
, (5)265

where N is the total number of particles per unit volume. In Fig. 5 c) and d) several gamma distributions for different veff (c)

and reff (d) are shown.

Polarized phase functions are calculated for a logarithmic grid of 77 different effective radii ranging from 1 µm to 40 µm

(reff, i+1 = reff, i · 1.05). The effective variances range between 0.01 and 0.32 with a small step size of 0.01 for veff ≤ 0.05,

and a larger step size (0.02 to 0.028) for veff > 0.05. This choice is similar to other publications such as Alexandrov et al.270

(2012a); McBride et al. (2020). In total, the LUT includes 16 different effective variances. To account for the different spectral

sensitivities of the three color channels, the polarized phase functions are initially calculated for the whole wavelength range of

the spectral response functions with a step size of 10 nm, and are then weighted by each spectral response function (Fig. 1 b).

For the calculation of the phase functions, a wavelength and temperature-dependent refractive index is used. We use the
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of cloudbow on microphysics. Plot a) shows that the cloudbow signals (P12) vary if the effective radius is changed while

the effective variance is constant (veff = 0.08). Plot b) illustrates the effect of a change in the effective variance while the effective radius is

held constant (reff = 4.89 µm). For calculating P12, we assume, that the cloud droplet size distribution has the shape of a gamma distribution.

In the plots c) and d), several gamma distributions for different effective variances and a constant reff = 10 µm (c) and for different effective

radii and a constant veff = 0.1 (d) are shown.
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approximation formula of the IAPWS (International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam, Wagner and Pruß275

(2002)) for a temperature of T = 10◦C which, according to dropsondes measurements, corresponds to the approximate cloud

top temperature of the typical EUREC4A clouds with a cloud top height of 1700 m.

The LUT of polarized phase functions (P12[reff,veff]) is fitted to the aggregated radiance distributions (Qmeas) using the

following equation:

Qfit(θ) =A ·P12[reff,veff](θ) +B · cos2(θ) +C (6)280

Here, A, B and C are fitting parameters and θ is the scattering angle. Parameter A is needed to compare the radiometrically

uncalibrated measurements with the simulated LUT, and, in addition, scales with the cloud fraction of the target made up

of 10× 10 pixels (Bréon and Goloub, 1998). The fitting parameters B and C account for errors from any remaining effects

that are not considered in the single scattering assumption. For example, these could be contributions by multiple scattering.

The term cos2(θ) corrects for Rayleigh scattering contributions (Alexandrov et al., 2012a). To determine P12, and thereby285

the effective radius and effective variance of the cloud droplets, a least-squares approach is used to invert Equation 6. In the

inversion process, not only the grid points of the LUT are allowed, but also values in between. This is realized by a linear

interpolation of the LUT. The root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated for the scattering angle range from 135° to 165°

where the cloudbow structure is most prominent:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
n

n∑

i=1

(Qfit(θi)−Qmeas(θi))2 (7)290

The smallest RMSE reveals the effective radius and effective variance of the cloud droplets. In addition, the RMSE serves

as a measure of accuracy. As a second quality measure, we calculate the so-called quality index (Qual, first defined by Bréon

and Doutriaux-Boucher (2005)). This is the ratio between the variability of the measurement, which corresponds to the squared

amplitude of the cloudbow (A ·P12), and the RMSE of the fit (see Equation 8). Measurements with a low quality index (Qual<

2) are filtered out of any further processing. This excludes, for example, “cloudbow signals” of ocean areas that have been295

incorrectly identified as clouds from the result.

Qual2 =
A2(〈P 2

12〉− 〈P12〉2)
RMSE

(8)

Figure 6 shows two examples of aggregated cloudbow measurements for the green channel (boxes, frequency indicated by

color) binned into 0.3° resolution in scattering angle (black dots with standard deviation and connecting black line). Each

corresponding model fit is plotted as a solid, yellow line. The model fit matching example a) has an reff of 17.63 µm and an veff300

of 0.08. Example b) has an reff of 5.98 µm and an veff of 0.08.
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Figure 6. The two panels show the aggregated polarized radiance measurements of the green channel of two different target regions. The

measurements were binned into small boxes with a vertical size of 1 mWm−2 nm−1 sr−1 and a horizontal size of 0.3°. The number of

measurements within a box is indicated by the color of the box. Furthermore, the raw data are binned to 0.3° resolution in scattering angle

(black dots connected by black lines). The yellow lines indicate the best fitting simulations. The parameters reff and veff of the best fitting

simulations are shown in the boxes in the lower right.

4 Retrieval Results

In the following, two case studies of the 2nd February 2020 are presented. On this day the observed clouds had a clear Flower

organisation (Stevens et al., 2020). Such cloud fields are characterized by shallow trade-wind cumuli organized into large,

stratiform clusters (20 km to 200 km) with high rain rates, surrounded by a large clear-sky region (Stevens et al., 2020; Schulz305

et al., 2021). Among the four named mesoscale cloud patterns (Flower, Gravel, Fish, Sugar), the Flower clouds have the

highest cloud radiative effect (Bony et al., 2020), mostly because of their large low level cloud fraction. We demonstrate the

polarimetric technique based on two case studies from specMACS measurements of this day. The first case study shows a part

of the (stratiform) Flower structure. In the second example we analyze small trade wind cumuli which were connected to a cold

pool that formed during the dissipation of the Flower. We limit the presentation of the retrieval results to the green channel, as310

the results from the red and blue channel are very similar.
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4.1 Case Study 1 – Stratocumulus Flower Cloud System

First, we present the Flower cloud observed at 16:47:45 UTC. This measurement was already introduced in Section 3 and

was shown in Fig. 2. At this time, HALO was flying at an altitude of about 10 km and the solar zenith angle was 31.15°. The

cloudbow technique is applied to the measurements. The time required to sample the angular range 135° to 165° is 40 s. The315

retrieval results of the individual cloud targets are combined into maps of reff and veff (Fig. 7). About one third of the image

can be evaluated, as only the targets inside this area are observed from all necessary scattering angles during the overpass.

The map of reff (Fig. 7 a) is a consequence of the vertical distribution of the cloud field with two cloud layers at different

cloud top heights (Fig. 4). Due to the high spatial resolution of the specMACS measurements, clear features of the spatial

distribution are revealed: The upper cloud deck at a cloud top height of about 2650 m has a large reff ranging between 15 µm320

and 40 µm. Distinct patches of very large reff values up to 40 µm are observed. These patches occur in regions where the

cloud is optically thick (Fig. 7 d). The spatial distribution of reff of the lower cloud deck (cloud top height at 1700 m) is more

homogeneous and the absolute values are much smaller (reff ≈ 6 µm). Figure 7 c) shows the frequency distribution of reff. Here,

the two peaks of reff of the two cloud decks are very well distinguishable. The retrieved reff values of the higher cloud are very

large. This finding is confirmed by high reflectivity values of the polarimetric Ka-band MIRA-35 cloud radar measurements of325

the HAMP instrument (Mech et al., 2014; Konow et al., 2021). The radar measurements from 16:47:00 to 16:48:30 UTC are

shown in Fig. 8 along with a push-broom like image of the specMACS measurements and an indication of the HAMP radar

field of view within the specMACS image. Within the high cloud from 16:47:00 to 16:48:15 the radar shows bands of enhanced

reflectivity > 0 dBz. This corresponds to falling, and thus large droplets, which confirms our result of large effective radii.

For our polarimetric technique, it is necessary to make an assumption on the shape of the cloud droplet size distribution.330

Currently, we use a monomodal gamma distribution. In reality, if precipitation starts to develop, a tail in the cloud droplet

size distribution begins to form. Especially during the first stage of precipitation formation, a lot of drizzle cloud droplets

are apparent inside the clouds, leading to a bi-modal size distribution. In Alexandrov et al. (2012b) it was shown that for

clouds with a bi-modal size distribution (e.g., due to drizzle), the polarimetric retrieval based on monomodal size distributions

is biased towards the dominant mode. To overcome this problem, the rainbow fourier transformation (RFT) was developed335

(Alexandrov et al., 2012b), that retrieves the cloud droplet size distribution without any assumptions on the number of modes

of the distribution (Alexandrov et al., 2012b). In Sinclair et al. (2021) observations of stratiform clouds measured with the

RSP are evaluated using the RFT. The analysis shows a bi-modal droplet size distribution, from which precipitation rates are

estimated. These are strongly correlated to radar derived rainwater paths and precipitation rates. We plan to apply this approach

also to specMACS measurements in future.340

Although our results might be biased due to the existence of a second mode in the cloud droplet size distribution, the

statement, that the maps show extraordinary large effective radii is still valid. The retrieved reff give a lower limit of the actual

reff, following the argumentation from above. To our knowledge, this is the first time, that such large reff are retrieved from the

polarimetric technique and presented in a study. This case study is particularly interesting, as the retrieved effective radii lie

within the so-called size gap where neither the diffusional growth, nor growth by collision-coalescence is effective (Grabowski345
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Figure 7. Spatial distribution of effective radius (left) and effective variance (right) for the case study presented in Fig. 2. The retrieval is

applicable to the area observed within 135° to 165° in scattering angle by aggregating successive images. Three specific targets are indicated

by colored circles.

and Wang, 2013). When comparing the polarimetric technique to the traditional bi-spectral retrieval, it should be noted, that the

same issue persists for bi-spectral retrievals, as these are (normally) also based on simulations with monomodal cloud droplet

size distribution (Platnick et al., 2017) leading to an underestimation of the true reff, although this effect seems to be rather

small (Zinner et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2012).

The spatial distribution of veff in Fig. 7 b) does not show a clear separation of the two cloud decks. Again, small defined350

patches of both very high and very small veff can be seen. At the boundary between the two cloud decks, large veff values are

observed over several pixels. These are the result of a mixing of the signals of the two different cloud decks with different cloud

droplet size distributions. Similar effects were seen in RSP observations of multi-layer clouds (Alexandrov et al., 2015, 2016).

The resulting oscillating signal cannot be reproduced by a mono-modal polarized phase function, and the outcoming fit has

a large effective variance. The frequency distribution of veff is shown in Fig. 7 f). The distribution has two prominent peaks,355

one at about 0.1 and the other at 0.32, the upper limit of the LUT. This indicates that the LUT should be expanded for larger
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Figure 8. Temporal evolution of specMACS measurement (a) and HAMP radar reflectivity (b) for case study 1. The specMACS measure-

ments are stacked together from individual images to generate a push-broom like image with a time axis. The HAMP radar field of view is

marked within the specMACS image.
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Figure 9. The aggregated polarized radiance measurements of the green channel of the locations shown in Fig. 7 were binned into small

boxes with a vertical size of 1 mWm−2 nm−1 sr−1 and a horizontal size of 0.3°. The number of measurements within a box is indicated

by the color of the box. Furthermore, the raw data are binned to 0.3° resolution in scattering angle (black dots connected by black lines).

The yellow lines indicate the best fitting simulations. The parameters reff and veff of the best fitting simulations are shown in the boxes in the

lower right.

veff values which correspond to broad size distributions. For broad size distributions, however, the features of the cloudbow are

smoothed out which makes the retrieval less robust.

Small cracks are visible within the spatial distributions of reff and veff due to the reprojection of the targets onto the RGB

image of the measurement, as there are small discontinuities within the interpolated stereo cloud top height. This in turn results360

in discontinuities within the locations of the reprojected targets.

The maps in Fig. 7 contain indicators of three particular cloud targets. For these targets, the respective aggregated cloudbow

measurements are plotted together with the model fits in Fig. 9. The targets a) and b) both lie within the high cloud deck.

Target a) is located within a patch of very high reff. The corresponding cloudbow measurement has one very sharp minimum,

and a second, weaker one. This indicates a relatively broad cloud droplet size distribution. This is confirmed by the quite large365

veff value of 0.16. The measurement of target b) has several secondary minima. veff is therefore reduced compared to target a)

(veff = 0.02). Target c) lies within the lower cloud deck. The cloudbow minimum is shifted to slightly larger scattering angles

and the amplitude of the cloudbow is smaller than the amplitudes of targets a) and b). According to our expectations from

the simulations (Fig. 5), this corresponds to a smaller reff, which is confirmed by the fit (reff = 8.67 µm). The existence of the

secondary minima indicates a narrow size distribution which is verified by the small effective variance of the fit (veff = 0.02).370

All three measurements have only little noise.
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4.2 Case Study 2 – Small Cumulus Clouds

In the following subsection, a second case study is discussed. The observations were taken from 18:28:15 UTC to 18:31:30 UTC.

HALO was flying at an altitude of 10345 m and the solar zenith angle was 46.1°. The measurement shows a cloud field of

small trade wind cumulus clouds with diameters of about 1 km to 2 km (Fig. 10 b).375

We are choosing this example, to demonstrate that the retrieval is capable of generating good results even in the case of

more heterogeneous cloud scenes, and especially for small cumulus clouds. In such scenes, the traditional bi-spectral retrieval

has issues with three dimensional radiative transfer effects (Marshak et al., 2006). These are, e.g., shadowing or illumination

effects, which are normally not accounted for in standard radiance look-up tables.

In the case of such small cumulus clouds, a precise geolocalization of the cloud targets is very important to correctly track380

targets in consecutive images. This geolocalization depends on three factors: First, the internal calibration of the camera,

second, the (mainly horizontal) wind at the cloud top, and third, the retrieved cloud top height. In the following we argue that,

while these points certainly cause uncertainty in the geolocalization, they affect the cloudbow retrieval only by a lesser degree.

The internal calibration was verified using known targets at the ground: A slight deviation from the actual target of less

than 100 m was observed, which also varied during the overflight. A possible reason for a slightly varying offset could be a385

degrading heading accuracy of the inertial reference system on long straight flight legs with no heading variation (Giez et al.,

2021). As most of the EUREC4A flights were conducted on a circular flight pattern, the heading of the airplane continuously

changed and the accuracy of the position and attitude data is very high. Since the inertial reference system is located in the

nose of the airplane and the specMACS system in the tail, deformation of the fuselage caused by air turbulence or outside

pressure change could also induce a varying offset in the pointing accuracy. Other inaccuracies result from the geometric390

chessboard calibration of the cameras and from the determination of the correct position of the specMACS instrument relative

to the airframe by aligning specMACS measurements with satellite imagery. Based on this analysis of known ground targets,

we used cloud targets of a size of 100 m by 100 m in the current study. Future work will address improving the geometric

calibration of the cameras to allow the study of even smaller targets.

The second factor that affects the geolocalization is the ambient horizontal wind. We apply a wind correction to the initial395

location of the cloud target to account for any drift due to the wind, and explain, why this is necessary in the following.

According to the ERA5 data, the ambient horizontal wind of the case study at the cloud height (about 1 km) was an east-

southeast wind (direction 103.35°) with a wind speed of about 6 ms−1. This is also confirmed by dropsondes measurements.

During the flight, it took about 35 s to sample the targets from the angular range 135° to 165°. During this aggregation process,

a target cloud shifts by 210 m due to the wind. For a cloud target with a size of about 100 m × 100 m this means that it moves400

further by more than two target units, therefore a wind correction is required. In addition, a cloud can evolve significantly

within 35 s, especially in the very active region at the cloud boundary, where the cloud grows or shrinks depending on cloud

dynamics and the interaction with the environment.

The stereographic cloud geometry retrieval is very well applicable to this cloud field because of the strong contrasts between

the clouds and the ocean. The resulting cloud top height (shown in Fig. 10 a) is relatively constant across the whole cloud field405
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Figure 10. Cloud top height (CTH) data of the case study of small cumulus clouds. The measurement was taken on 2020-02-02 at 18:29:30

UTC. a) CTH of stereo points from the stereographic reconstruction method; b) CTH from the WALES lidar system; c) Interpolated CTH

based on the stereo points. The WALES CTH is plotted on top and the yellow rectangle indicates a specMACS cutout surrounding the

WALES track. Panel d) shows the probability densities of the CTHs of the specMACS cutout (yellow) and the WALES measurements (blue).

The RGB measurement of the cloud field is shown in the background of the panels a), b), and c). The colorbar at the bottom corresponds to

all cloud top height measurements shown in the panels a), b) and c).
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Figure 11. Calculated pixel positions of cloud targets, indicated by different colors, in observations at different times during the overflight.

with a median value of about 1200 m. Some (diameter wise) larger and more developed clouds also have higher cloud tops up

to 2200 m. Cloud top height data derived from WALES lidar measurements are projected onto the specMACS RGB image and

are shown in Fig. 10 b). The lidar measurements are also plotted on top of the stereo points, which were interpolated onto the

whole image (Fig. 10 c). The stereographic result is again very similar to the WALES measurements. This is also evident in

panel d), where the probability density of the stereo data in the surroundings of the WALES track (yellow rectangle in Panel c)410

is plotted along with the WALES cloud top height data (blue).

The stereographic approach determines the cloud height by finding the ideal match between the known viewing directions

during the overpass and the connecting line between identified targets at cloud top and the aircraft. Or in other words, the

method guarantees the best possible tracking of targets at cloud top, except for a remaining residuum / mispointing error,

which is exactly what we require for the cloudbow retrieval. The already discussed imperfect geometric calibration (horizontal415

offset of up to 100 m) also affects the stereographic detection, and a deviation of the derived cloud top height from the actual

cloud top height is expected. Nevertheless, using this potentially biased cloud top height, together with the biased geometric

calibration and the wind correction, allows proper tracking of the cloud targets in different images. We manually verified the

tracking of cloud targets with distinctive features during the overflight. One such example is shown in Fig. 11. Based on the

location of the targets and the ambient wind at 18:29:40 UTC, the pixel positions of the targets in other images are calculated.420

A visual comparison of the identified targets in the different images shows that the targets are successfully tracked and the

offset between the different images is small. Due to camera distortions the shape of the originally rectangular cloud targets (at

18:29:40 UTC) increasingly takes the shape of a trapezoid. In summary, although the three error sources (geometric calibration,

cloud top height, and horizontal wind) affect the geolocalization, the cloudbow retrieval is affected to a much lesser degree.

Nevertheless, the error introduced by incorrect geolocalization has yet to be estimated quantitatively.425
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Figure 12. Spatial distribution of effective radius (left) and effective variance (right) for case study 2 presented in Fig. 10. The retrieval is

applicable to the area observed within 135° to 165° in scattering angle by aggregating successive images. The black rectangle marks a single

cloud, that is presented in Fig. 14.

The retrieved reff and veff maps are shown in Fig. 12 a) and b). The frequency distributions of the two parameters are shown

in Fig. 12 c) and f). Compared to case study 1, reff is much smaller (median: 6.92 µm) and has a more narrow distribution.

Values of reff larger than 20 µm are not observed. The spatial distribution of reff is homogeneous and has only few outliers. For

higher cloud tops, an increase in reff is observed. The vertical profile of the effective radius is shown in Fig. 13. The effective

radius strongly increases from about 4.5 µm at a cloud top height of 800 m to 9 µm at 1300 m.430

The effective variance (Fig. 12 b and f) is small (median veff = 0.07) and consistent within the inner part of the clouds.

There are some outliers, that occur mainly at the edge of the cloud. This may be due to several reasons: First, especially at the

edge of the cloud, a small offset in the geolocation can have a significant impact on the aggregated observations. The offset

between the assumed location and the actual location may increase during the aggregation process and could even include

ocean measurements for targets at the cloud edge. In this case, the aggregated measurements originate from different targets435

and the cloudbow signal broadens or vanishes completely. Furthermore, it could also be a physical effect: If entrainment and

(inhomogeneous) mixing of dry air occurs in the cloud, modeling studies predict a broadening (increase of veff) of the droplet
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Figure 13. Vertical profile of the retrieved effective radius of the cloud field shown in Fig. 12. The red line indicates the average effective

radius for each vertical layer.

size distribution (Pinsky et al., 2016). Such questions will be investigated in the future using the high-resolution specMACS

data.

The black rectangle in Fig. 12 marks a single cloud (diameter 1.5 km) that is presented in more detail in Fig. 14. In this440

figure, maps of the effective radius, the effective variance and the cloud top height are shown together with the frequency

distributions of reff and veff of the single cloud. The high spatial resolution of the measurements reveals small scale structures

of the cloud droplet size distribution, especially regarding the effective variance, that is, e.g., increased within a stream from

the top left to the center of the cloud. Three targets of the cloud are selected (marked by circles in the maps). The targets a) and

b) have similar reff but differ in the effective variance. Target c) lies within the region of increased cloud top height, where reff is445

also large. The difference of these three targets is visible in the aggregated cloudbow observations presented in Fig. 15, which

vary especially regarding the number and visibility of secondary minima. The observations are more noisy compared to the

observations of case study 1 (Fig. 9), and also the absolute values of the cloudbow signals are less strong. This indicates, that

even within one target the variability of the cloudbow signal is relatively large. A further reduction of the size of a target would

be helpful, but this comes with the need of an even increased precision in geolocalization. Although the observations are more450

noisy, the primary cloudbow is still very pronounced which indicates that the retrieval of reff is robust. Furthermore, reff is for all

three targets relatively small (6.54 µm to 9.2 µm). In this size range, the cloudbow signal depends strongly on reff (see Fig. 5).

The result of veff is more difficult: The structure of the supernumerary bows (which mainly defines veff) can get smoothed

out while averaging the signals of different cloud droplet size distributions within the averaging target and the resulting cloud

droplet size distribution is in the worst case different from any of the actual sub pixel distributions. A sensitivity analysis of the455
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Figure 14. Spatial distribution of effective radius (left) and effective variance (right) for zoom into one cloud shown in case study 2 (Fig. 10

and Fig. 12).

cloudbow algorithm based on different resolutions of airHARP data was presented in McBride et al. (2020) to identify effects

of sub pixel variability. This analysis showed that in the case of a wide spread of the cloud droplet size distributions within

the sub pixels, the coarse resolution result does not reflect the mean of the sub pixels, as the combination of different gamma

size distributions from the subpixels is not another gamma size distribution (Shang et al., 2015). In the future, the specMACS

retrieval will be applied to even smaller targets which will further reduce effects of subpixel variability.460

5 Summary and Outlook

We used the measurements of the new polarization resolving cameras of specMACS to retrieve the effective radius and effective

variance of the cloud droplet size distribution at the cloud top. The method relies on polarized measurements of the cloudbow

which is sensitive to reff and veff. Cloud top height data from an existing stereographic retrieval (Kölling et al., 2019) are
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Figure 15. The aggregated polarized radiance measurements of the green channel of the locations shown in Fig. 14 were binned into small

boxes with a vertical size of 1 mWm−2 nm−1 sr−1 and a horizontal size of 0.3°. The number of measurements within a box is indicated by

the color of the box. Furthermore, the raw data are binned to 0.3° resolution in scattering angle (black dots connected by black lines). The

yellow lines indicate the best fitting simulations. The parameters reff and veff of the best fitting simulations are shown in the boxes in the lower

right. For better visual comparison with the aggregated measurements of the first case study, the y-axis covers the same range as in Fig. 9.

combined with the measured airplane position and attitude data to geolocate the measurements. A parametric fit is applied to465

all data points that contain the full cloudbow signature (scattering angle 135° to 165°). The results of the cloudbow retrieval

are combined into spatial maps of reff and veff that give new insights into cloud microphysics and the spatial distribution of the

parameters at the cloud top. The maps reveal structures within the cloud, that are linked to dynamic processes. We presented

two case studies of the EUREC4A campaign. The first study shows a stratiform cloud with two (mostly non-overlapping) cloud

layers at different heights. In the higher cloud layer very large reff (25 µm to 40 µm) are retrieved. These values correlate with470

large radar reflectivity values indicating large droplets and precipitation. The spatial maps are rather smooth and have only

few outliers. The high spatial resolution of the retrieval results (currently about 100 m × 100 m) allows the observation of

small cumulus clouds, that can be evaluated accurately using the polarimetric cloudbow technique. This is demonstrated in the

second case study which shows cumulus clouds with diameters of 1 km to 2 km. The retrieved effective radii are much smaller

(3 µm to 12 µm) and the effective variances increase from the cloud center to the edge with a median value of 0.07 During475

EUREC4A many similar cloud fields were observed. Further evaluations of such cloud fields will include studying the effect

of entrainment and mixing processes on the cloud droplet size distribution of small cumulus clouds in more detail.

We assessed how often the cloudbow retrieval can actually be applied during typical observation conditions. Only measure-

ments that cover the whole scattering angle range 135° to 165° are evaluated (see evaluable stripes in Fig. 7 and Fig. 12).

Although we need this special observation geometry, the acquired cloudbow dataset is very large: During daytime with optimal480

cloudbow conditions due to high solar zenith angle, approximately 45 % of the whole field of view can be analyzed which

corresponds to an 8 km wide swath at 10 km flight altitude. On average and for each polarization camera, a stripe with 17 %
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of all pixels of an image can be evaluated (averaged over all EUREC4A measurements). When combining the measurements

of the two cameras, the (geometrically) evaluable stripe covered at least 35 % of the single measurements during more than

70 of the approximately 130 total flight hours of EUREC4A. It should be noted, that several EUREC4A HALO flights were485

partly conducted during nighttime (Konow et al., 2021), during which the observation of the cloudbow is of course impossible.

A recent study by Thompson et al. (2022) evaluated the sampled scattering angle range of multi-angle satellite instruments

depending on different factors such as solar and view geometry, or location, season, and swath width in more detail.

A statistical evaluation of all EUREC4A flights, with special attention to the differences in cloud microphysics for the

different mesoscale cloud patterns (Sugar, Gravel, Fish, Flower) is planned. Further processing steps will include comparisons490

of the polarimetric retrieval with bi-spectral retrievals both from specMACS, and from satellites such as MODIS and GOES,

and validation of the polarimetric retrieval with in situ measurements. During EUREC4A the British research airplane Twin

Otter and the french airplane ATR-42 collected measurements inside the clouds, which will be compared to our results. Further

validation is planned with in situ data of the recent CIRRUS-HL (2021) and HALO-(AC)3 (2022) campaigns. In addition, the

retrieval will also be applied to the spatially limited, but very precise measurements of the backscatter glory.495

specMACS offers great potential for further evaluations of clouds: In future, the measurements of the different specMACS

cameras (polarimetric and hyperspectral) will be combined to retrieve information about the variation of cloud microphysical

properties with height inside the cloud, and to identify the thermodynamic phase of the observed clouds. Furthermore, the

HALO remote sensing payload makes it possible to deepen the understanding of clouds by combining the measurements of

the different instruments.500
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